Curriculum Plans – Primary Slovene Advanced
Please find below a detailed outline of the curriculum covered in Slovene Advanced through Primary School.
Block
Year
1/2

Adv.

1
Left/right,
between two fires,
reading
- alphabet
- phonics
- pronunciation
- songs
- poems
Students will learn
or review Slovene
alphabet and
pronunciation as
well as observe the
differences between
Slovene and English
letters.

2
Location, counting
- prepositions
- observe and count

Autumn:
- characteristics
- nature
- poems and
songs
- phrases
- animals
Students will observe
seasons in Slovenia
and look for
characteristics.

3

4

5

6

7

Yesterday, today,
tomorrow

Winter

In the attic,
demonstration

My family;
reading a
book

Characteristics
and
propositions

- family
members
- possessive
pronouns

- antonyms
- synonyms
(‘’širši in ožji
pomen’’).

Students and
techers will
read the book
and explore
the content.

Students will
search for
information in
different texts
according to
their abilities.

- observing pictures
- writing stories
- retell the story
- poems and songs
Christmas:
- customs in Slovenia
Students will talk
about stories and
tales as well as talk
about customs in
Slovenia.

- read and talk
about winter
- winter activities
- diminutives
- weather
- animals - what do
they do during
winter time

- what is in the
chest
- polite speaking
- spelling
- look and describe
dramatisation of a
story

Students will learn
about Winter - how
nature changes,
which animals live
in Slovenia and
what do they do
during winter time.

Students will
explore the past
and will observe
objects that we
used them. They
will also focus on
the new words.

Block
Year
Y3/4

Adv.

1
This is me; capital
letters
- description
- find information
- formal letter
- capital letters

Students will talk
about the formal
Slovene language
as well as write a
formal letter. They
will also focus on
the use of capital
letters.

2
Poetry
Sights around the
world
- Slovene poets and
Slovene poetry
- recital
- sights around the
world
Students will learn
about Slovene
poetry and poets
and practice
reading/reciting in
front of the
audience.
They will also read a
variety of texts about
sights around the
world and look for
particular
information.

3
Prose; extended
reading
- reading aloud
- pronunciation
- exploring the text
- exploration of
characters

Students will explore
long text, discuss the
story and characters
from the text.

4
Description of a
place
Prešeren
- describing different
places and learn
about different
places and how to
derive adjectives
from nouns.
- cultural day
(Prešeren)
Students will observe
different texts as well
as learn how to
describe school and
home places, using
appropriate
terminology etc.
Students will also
talk about the poet
F. Prešeren and
about Slovene
cultural day.

5
Synonyms,
antonyms;
different types
of sentences
- words with the
same and
opposite
meaning
- different types
of sentences
(pripovedna,
vzklična,
vprašalna
poved).
Students will talk
about the words
meaning
(synonyms,
antonyms) and
learn to
recognise when
to use different
types of
sentences.

6
Description
of an animal
- possessive
pronouns
- adjectives
- find
information
Students will
talk about
animals, how
to describe
them and look
for particular
information
from the text.

7
Drama
Spelling and
punctuation
- exploration of
drama text
- working with
texts, spelling
and
punctuation
Students will
work with
drama text and
its
characteristics
as well as work
on punctuation
and spelling.

Block
Year
5/6

1
Slovenia on the
map

2
Reading
programme

Adv.

- first and foreign
language
- bordering
countries
- languages
- national holidays
- European Union

- storyline
- characters
- summary
- description

Students will review
facts about Slovenia,
learn about the fag
and coat of arms,
European Union and
bordering countries.

Students will
read a book and
explore the
content,
characters and
write a
summary.

3
How we used to live (Iz
časov brez televizije in
računalnika)
- to understand life
before technology
- listening, reading and
answering the questions
- ‘’premi’’ and ‘’odvisni’’
govor
Students will read
different text about
customs and explore the
vocabulary and improve
their reading, writing
skills and practise
grammar as well.

4
Tell me a story,
tell me a poem

5
Reading
programme

6
Description of
a city/village

- stories of
different genres

- diary
- story
- style

- reading
comprehension
- presentation

- paragraphs
- poetry

Students will
learn about
different genres
of stories as well
as focus on
poetry.

Students will
work with a
diary, look for
characteristics
and write a
diary by
themselves.

The unit
introduces a
description of a
city or village. It
shows the
students what
are
characteristics
and where they
can find those
information.

7
Drama
- reading of drama
text
characteristics
Students will work
with drama text,
observe time, place
and stage directions.

